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Overview of the Talk

• Accessing TEST.

• The scope of the TEST portal.

• Different modules of TEST.

– Table Module: Traditional Charts and Tables.

– Animations: Visualization of Thermal Systems

– Interactives: Numerical Laboratory.

– Problems: Multi-media Problems and Examples

– TESTapps: The Thermodynamic Calculators
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Accessing TEST

• Academic version of TEST is accessible from 
www.pearson.com/Bhattacharjee

• The Professional version of TEST is accessible from 
www.thermofluids.net.

• Currently 3895 educators,  (939 from US), 4094 
professionals; and 38,444 students are registered in the 
TEST portal. 

• Making an account takes 5 minutes. 
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The Scope of the TEST Portal

• Designed for life-long learning, TEST connects thermodynamic 
applications to their fundamentals.

• Hundreds of Animations and Interactives are used throughout the site.

• Replacing interpolations using property tables with intuitive state 
calculators. The concept of a thermodynamic state as a mathematical 
object replaces properties; just as a vector or tensor replace a set of 
numbers conceptually.

• The online calculators are called TESTapps.
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The Scope of the TEST Portal

• Using the states as a building block, device or process objects are built 
which solve the governing mass, energy, entropy, and exergy 
equations.

• The device and process objects are used to simulate complex cycles 
and other thermodynamic applications.

• The client-server architecture (web services) of the calculators allow 
powerful applications such as chemical equilibrium analysis possible 
over the browser interface. 

• Along with graphical interface, TESTapps also allow simple 
programming interface, creating a powerful tool for what-if studies.
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The Scope of the TEST Portal

• Educators can create a group and ask students to associate their 
accounts with that group. 

• At any time a progress report can be generated where activities by the 
group members are tabulated. This makes it very easy to assign 
homework or even conduct an online test where ‘cheating’ becomes 
more difficult. 
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Publications



Textbook  – US and Global version

• The textbook takes 
a layered approach 
(as opposed to the 
traditional spiral 
approach).

• It integrates TEST as 
a learning tool in 
every chapter.

• Adopted by many 
universities in US 
and other countries.



pearsonHigherEd.com/Bhattacharjee – PEARSON version of TEST for Students

• The Tables, 
Animations, 
Interactives, and 
TESTapps modules 
are supported.

• Problems are part of 
Pearson’s Mastering 
Engineering site.
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Creating An Account and Help Pages



thermofluids.net– Home Page: Creating an Account Takes Seconds

• Create  professional or 
educator’s account (an 
Email, your name, and 
university name).

• Password arrives in 
seconds (check spam 
folder).

• Log in with your email 
address as the login id.

• Send an email to me to 
make the account 
permanent.



Help – The Ubiquitous Help Icon

• Simply move the 
pointer over the 
help icon on any 
page for context 
sensitive help.
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The Table Modules



TEST Modules– Different Modules in Different Tabs

• Once you log in, you 
can open a TEST 
page on multiple 
tabs of the browser 
(at top) without 
having to log in 
again.

• TEST modules are 
linked from the tabs 
at the bottom.

• Let us begin with 
the Property Tables 
module.



Property Table Module– Traditional Tables with a Verification Calculator

• Property Tables are 
organized according to 
thermodynamic 
models.

• Clicking on a Table cell 
bring the table in a 
new row underneath.

• Easy to switch 
between SI or English 
mode.

• Instant interpolation 
using TESTapp.



Property Table  Module–Interpolation is no Longer Necessary

• Suppose we would like 
to find enthalpy of 
steam at 6 Mpa and 
370 deg-C.

• Instead of 
interpolating from the 
table, we can use the 
TESTapp linked above 
the table.

• Simply enter values of 
p1 and T1 and 
Calculate h1 as 
3096.62 kJ/kg.
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Animations Module



Animation Module– 16 Chapters of Animations

• Anim. 9.A.steamPowerPlant is being displayed.
• Use the slide bar and buttons to control.
• TEST will keep track of animations you have visited.
• Some animations have multiple screens.
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Interactives Module



Interactive Module– Parametric Study Even Before Understanding a Concept or Device

• Interactives to explore thermodynamic properties, devices, and processes.
• Typical conditions are default values (which can be changed of course).
• Graphical parametric studies can be done instantly.
• Simple pick a parameter and click Analyze.
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Problems Module



Problems Module – Problems Organized in 16 Chapters

• You can search for 
problems using 
keyword, learning 
outcome, chapter 
name, or problem 
id.

• Click on a chapter to 
browse problems, 
see manual or TEST 
solution, or seek 
assistance to solve a 
problem.



Problems Module – Problems Linked to Animations

• Clicking on the 
schematic displays 
an animation that is 
relevant to 
understand the 
problem.

• Click again to close 
the animation.



Problems Module – Check Your Answers and Monitor Outcome Based Progress

• Clicking the problem 
number takes a user 
to a grade sheet.

• An answer can be 
verified and 
recorded. 

• TEST will update an 
outcome based bar 
chart.

• Also a progress 
report will be 
updated.



Problems Module – Discussing a Problem

• Use  the discuss link 
to seek help on a 
particular problem



Problems Module – TEST and Manual Solutions

• Users with Appropriate Privilege 
can access the manual and 
TESTapp-based solutions.  

• Solutions to examples are 
available  to all users. 



Problems Module – Creating a Group

• You can create a group and using the group id members of your 
group can join the group.

• Thereafter you can use TEST to generate progress report.

• You can drill down to the details on exactly when a particular 
group member solved a problem, watched an animation, or used 
a TESTapp.



Problems Module – Generating a Report

• You can filter the report based on many specifications such as a 
range of dates, a particular chapter, or a problem set, etc.

• It is easy to sort the group by any columns

• For detailed information on a particular group member, just click 
on the name



Problems Module – Generating Personalized Report

• Details are at your fingertip, making it difficult for students to use 
dishonest practice to solve homework.
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TESTapp Module – The workhorse of TEST



TESTapp Module– Calculators Organized According to Thermodynamic Assumptions

• TESTapps are 
thermodynamic 
calculators.

• Organized in a tree 
structure that 
shadows 
simplification of 
systems.

• Complex TESTapps
build upon simpler 
ones.



A Simple TESTapp – The DeskCal

• All TESTapps have 
similar format with 
3 tabs.

• Let us do a simple 
calculation: finding 
the hypotenuse of a 
right-angled 
triangle.



Another Rudimentary TESTapp – The Engineering Unit Converter

• Search Engineering 
Unit Converter in 
GooglePlay for your 
Android device

• How small is ‘2 
Bigha Jami’



TESTapps – Launching a State TESTapp

• Select a suitable thermodynamic model. 



State TESTapp – Calculate a State Directly with Flow-State TESTapp

• Given p1=4 Mpa; T1=500 deg-C; determine h1 and s1.

• Click the checkbox to enter a property. Checkboxes 
tests property dependency and does not allow over-
specification of a state.

• Click Calculate to evaluate the state. 



TESTapp – Visualize the Calculated States

• You can select from a 
number of 
thermodynamic plots 
such as the T-s diagram.

• Draw constant-property 
lines through any 
calculated state.



State TESTapp – Using Variables Instead of Hard Numbers

• In the I/O panel, declare p1MPa=4 ; T1degC=500 deg-C; determine h1 and s1.

• Calculate to register the values, which appear in the output panel below.

• Use those variables (in appropriate unit) in the state panel. 



State TESTapp – Super-Calculate for a Solution Report and TEST-codes

• After any solution, click Super-
Calculate to generate a solution 
macro called TEST-codes in the 
upper (input) panel and a 
detailed report on the lower 
(output) panel.

• TEST-codes contain all the 
information used to solve the 
problem and can be used later 
to regenerate a solution.

• Simply paste the code back in 
the input panel and click Load.



Device TESTapp – Use States to Construct a Turbine Analysis

• In an isentropic turbine, steam 
enters at 4 Mpa, 500 deg-C, 
with a mass flow rate of 10 kg/s 
and leaves at 40 deg-C. 
Determine the power output in 
MW. 

• Evaluate two states: state-1 
and state-2 for the inlet and 
exit.

• In the Device Panel, load the 
states, enter the adiabatic 
condition, and Calculate the 
turbine power as 12.3 MW by 
solving the energy equation.



Device TESTapp – What-if the Turbine Inlet Temperature is Increased?

• Now suppose the turbine inlet 
temperature is increased from 
500 deg-C to 600 deg-C. What 
would be the power output in 
kW?

• Simply Change T1degC to its 
new value in the I/O panel and 
Super-Calculate.

• The new power is 13.78 MW 
as opposed to 12.36 MW for 
the baseline case.



Vapor Power TESTapp – A Rankine Cycle Based Power Plant Simulation

• Once all the 
devices –
turbine, 
condenser, 
pump, and, 
boiler are 
analyzed, the 
cycle is 
completed and 
overall cycle 
results are 
displayed in the 
cycle panel.



Vapor Power TESTapp – What if the Maximum Temperature Increases to 600 deg-C?

• How would the 
efficiency be 
affected if the 
maximum 
temperature is 
raised to 600 
deg-C?

• Simply change 
T1degC in the 
I/O panel to new 
value and Super-
Calculate.
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There is an App for Every Thermodynamic Problem



System State TESTapps – Many Thermodynamic Models

• Based on the working substance, select an appropriate model to 
launch the system state TESTapp..



Closed-Process TESTapps – Built Upon System State TESTapps

• The Simple Process is when the beginning state and the final state 
can be represented by just two unique states.

• Non-Mixing Process may involve more than one beginning or final 
state without the subsystems mixing.

• Semi-Mixing Process may involve more than one beginning or final 
state without the subsystems partially mixing.

• Mixing Process may involve more than one beginning state but a 
single final state. 



Specific Closed-Process TESTapps – Built Upon Process TESTapps

• The reciprocating engine cycles (Otto, Diesel) apps cover SI and CI 
engines.

• Moist air undergoing a closed process is analyzed by the closed 
HVAC app.

• The combustion and chemical equilibrium apps in this branch deals 
with combustion in a closed system.



Flow State TESTapps – Many Thermodynamic Models

• Based on the working substance, select an appropriate model to 
launch the flow state TESTapp..



Open-Steady Device TESTapps – Built Upon Flow State TESTapps

• The Single-Flow Systems have only one flow flowing through the 
system at steady state. Examples: turbine, pump, nozzle, 
compressor, etc.

• Non-Mixing Multi-Flow Systems have at least two flows which are 
not mixing. Example: A closed-type heat exchanger. 

• Mixing Multi-Flow Systems have at least two flows which are 
mixing or separating. Example: A mixing chamber. 



Specific Open-Steady TESTapps – Built Upon Open-Steady Device TESTapps

• The vapor power and gas power cycle apps (Rankine and modified 
Rankine cycles, Brayton and modified Brayton cycles) apps builds 
on open-steady device apps.

• The vapor compression and gas refrigeration cycle also build on 
open-steady device apps.

• The HVAC app is based on the moist-air (MA) model and can be 
used for air-conditioning and other psychrometric applications.

• The combustion and chemical equilibrium apps are some of the 
most advanced apps offered by TEST.

• The gas-dynamic app is used for high speed flow (supersonic) 
analysis.



Thank You!

Questions?

du Châtelet is credited with the first experiment ever to distinguish 

momentum from kinetic energy (to the vexation of Sir Isaac Newton). The 

following quote is from Wikipedia:

Voltaire, one of her lovers, declared in a letter to his friend 

King Frederick II of Prussia that du Châtelet was "a great man whose only 

fault was being a woman". 
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